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I.

A RetrospectiVe Analysis of the Developen.t
of Program Criteria

Norman M: 'Singer
The'Ohio State University

I.. INTRODUCTION

A few monthaago a curriculum devtlopment te.am completeda three-year

project, and delivered its 80 products to publisher. The project cost over

a million dollarS, and it employed an, aVerage of fourteen people. As-project

director I have been asked.to review a d critiqueand analyze.the project as
:

though it were a model system,for curculum development with particular

theoreticalunderpinnings. people to want from me a paradigm for doing

it again, or for doing somethiw si,iilar. There seems,to be considerable

-
interest in contracting for curricUlum development, managtment procedures;

.staffingj. and quality control medsures. And the premiutiCattached to'whatever
-

/

:prescriptions-1 might offer seems related to the perceived innovativeness and
- .

iproductivity of the project. A curriculum project, which is innovatfve and

productive should.be"able to-teach some lessons, they seem to say. And .
. .

indeed our projeCt can be .viewed as though it produced a sophisticated

deliVery ystem with clever pre-packaged experfences and an array of media.
;

Wertheless, thia paper is_not a response o that kind of concern, ,Elome-
,

.Place else, at some other time, I will write about.how a gystems approach might

htlp others levelop media for learning: And I will tenderly try to_talk of,

"those,institutional cOncerns about -contr011ing and replicating the process'

without Widening the'gap between curriculum rhetoric and performance. 'Aftei-

all, there are matters tc5.be analyzed for improving how.curriculum developers

do their Work in institutional s6ttings. Most of it gods on there, anyway.

,Instead, this paper is"More about the roots of curriculum work. I want

C,
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to consider how our curriculurn developmentstaff went about identifying educational

content and finding waYs tO1114ke jet. aVailable to'young people, .This root concern

Was embodied in a partiehlar phase of the project: the development of pvigram

'and productcriteria. this IShase of"the project was the most critical for me

as-the pToject director becaUse 1.-t was the means by which we could collectively

emvision how certain kinds of edcational experiendes can be made- accessihle
4

to. students through classr065:uAe materials. I will toll you abbilt some,

deliberations we engaged in:tc).derive. a relativelysimple'set of oVerall

program criteria which inluded criteria for,product development. While I doni

knOw if what we did should sel-ve as a model fOr anyone else, I do remeMber the.
./

erteria development ativitIr 0 our Prpject as.the solution to a major Problem

we.faced. Criteria developmeqt also seemed to Alleviate some lesser problems,.

.

as.welL

want to addiess this topicAllostly through' an introspective"lens,_giving_!_.

at tiMes my very 1;ersonal ideEts about the problem and its solution. I want to

talk about this As I wish other curriculuM developers to talk'to me about what

Chey did. Echw4b (1969) says the curriculum field is moribund, and Huebner

c.106)says-A.6 practically dci.ad'. I ean assure you thatcurriculum work never

seems more SO than when there

as peraonalierperience.

.

is no,one to talk abOut curriculum deVelopment

II. BACWOUND FOR CiRITERIk-DEVELOPMINT

We cionducted the cui.ricillual developpleirt.project at The Center for Vocational

Educaticin a-9'-the Ohio Stateli!liversity.. Entitled The Occupationai.Exploration-

-PrograM, itsname failed to denote the projeCt in either its first stage or

its second stage. Now the set Of products is.entitledSeek in the,publlcation..

and Marke ing stage. Included are'simulations, games,- And assorted other

. . .

. products çes1gnedto promote occupational exploration.

\

.

.4q.
.

R.
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The first stage of OEP had its origins in Model I, the r,chool-Bosed Model

of The Comprehensive Career Education Model (CCEM). As part of a vast instrue-

tional system under development, the CCEM staff had deterthined-that siMulntfon

was the best "delivery system" to be aimedat 'junior high classroOms and the
.

1

i .,
.

p'eople in them. In Augutt 1972, when I came to work en CCEM, I found people
,

on tre hand thinking 'about 'how e.dolescents might,attain

which I thought seemed liberating and grOWth-producing;

exploratory objective's

And pn the other

.hand plans were being made for mastive development'and installation of
0

complex,'highLfidelitY simulated replicasipf work world tasks.. These :limit-

atitions would be systematically

scale management systeM of coen the career cluster waterfront The richer

the media-mix, the better, and-where reading might be required, another media
4

organized to invOlve the studecit in a full-'

,
.alternative'to'reoding, would be provided. FUrthermore, it was intended that

students would opt in and out orclusters and simulations accorhng to their
. _

a

motivation and interest's. But also these iimulatiOns woUld.be self-managed

.1

or teacher-free.

In my mind theseeplens wOuld require a radical refoxm of both the

physical and psychological character of school settings. I was quite

Coneerned.about the basic'inconsistencies and. conflicts I saw emerging,..and

I found it' hard'to live with many of the essumptions.guiding the conceptual-,

ization of Otcupational exploration:. I- couldn't.agree with theneed for

:(

a'systemwhich denied the legitimacyof adolescence and the tAntativeness
.= .

of that growth Stage. I feared a system that Would cause ap-adolescent to.

._

beeome embarrassed by his or her.indecision and confusion..6/e And I couldn't..

fri
see how convergence on a systematically generated occ4patnai dedisioft had

much to do With real exploration.. It was lUditrous to -0 to show adolescent.
.

exploration oh a flow chart..



While I was concerned, these matters A.Ferenot'directly.my bihiness
_ .

since I Was working on different, unrelated:projects% Before long The
1 - .

,

Occdpatiohal.Exploration Program became a Oeparate.project distinct from

the CoMprehensive.Career 'Education Model.: The staff forged ahead with the
. ,

4*.produCtion of a se.'t of complex,simulations,drstined to be the core of the
.

. program. Toward the'end bf the first y ar of prototype development amid
. .,. .

, /,

some orgdnisIttional reshuffling, I was/ assigned as task force leaderof the
,

/ i 0-
i

,

..-,
.4 .

i*oject. While I had already learned/the har:d'iesson-of bureaucratic niceness,
,

r
m

,I/

I nevertheless felt Compelled to voi/ ce mv concernS aiiout the qualities of

4
./the educational experience OEP seethed to'embOdy. I t was some.relief to find

that many OEP staff had come upon pimilar.conterns their own way, and

.

found that some of the cavalier sPecifications for an OEP-machine hafil been.

tablO. Meanwhile, evaluations,Of the prototype simulations seamed to show
m .

4

.that the'simulationa were produc1 ing soMe detiredtesults. Even though.they

/

1"-,

were tested Under,special cond
.

ions, itudents seemed to show gains in occu-

pational inforMation and changes in atYitudes ahou:L the occupations they.

.

endountered. And despite the/seriou8ipervasive problems of content, process,

:'ithplementation and,acceptability, a conclusion was drawn that the simulaticn

(a4;,

-form could work.' Mvunresolved question waS whether or not seeming gains
,

in oCcupationa& inforthation andChanges in attitudes toward certain occupations

meant .that occupations.l'eSploration'was Occurring.

. 'If this hiStory I ath providing ieems impeetinent, I should explain

ttat these backgroUnd Problems sUddenlY became mine. Amid further.

reorganization, I was appointed as project director. As task'force leader° .--
'I

; RI

my sensibilities were disturbed, but I had little access- to changethe'

L. 1 '
. developmental direc ion of OEP.:'As prOjectdirector, however, Dawakened

.'to a.more poigoan feeling of personal and professigl liability,

6
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AcrOss-the-board consensus mandated that the OEP:project should be
. .

continued for.another year offleveloOment, but that it 'must be wholly

reconceptualized.and restructured. I saw thnt we could organize ourselves

as a design team with maximum emphasis on collegial work, and at this

turning point in the history of The Occupational Exploration.Program I

believe we began to develop for the first time a tet of program Criteria.

We were willig to talk at length.about the'quality ofeducational exneriences.

which might be embodied in the new OEP, and about design options available'

to us. And as we worked on our offiCialpropodal for project continuation, A

in effect we created a plan for *esearching and generating program crit'eria.

While we talked.about redesigning OEP,' we also anticipated that quality

, .

conirol needed careful Consderation Surely a project director 'mutt be

concerned with quality control mechanisms. I wanted One which would enable

'developers to reach toward levels of quality they.understood and to know

how close they were coming. The important.isSue'of quality-control and

. 6

what we did about it is, the topic of a related paper, Altschuld and LEve's

-
,

,

"A Retrospective Analysis of the Development of a I?roject Monitoring System."
.

. .
.

But before qualitycontrol Made any. difference,. 1 had to be concerned with N
, .

the. goodness of the Classroom experience for which OEP was, to be redesigned.

III . DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAM CRITERIA

The second stage of OEP beganwith a few givens. We developed oui%

continuation proposal which specified a series of milestones and-tasks.to

1:::le.accoMplished, and a resource allocation and management_plan. We knew

the quantity of work to be acaomplished,'and,how much-time we had.e Only'

a few qualitative aspects were given. For example, we would contique to

emphasize-Use of the simUlation technique, and so .whatever ia inherent in

simulations would.also be found in.the new OEP. The whole picture of the
'

7
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program "aiid its products had to'be researched, conceptualized and given

.hhape in products yet to be.specified. These would be the project's

deliverables.

. But the most important new constraint was that for the first time

The diOccupational Exploration Program had to become commerciall,Vpublishable.

The sponsor required this, and we thought it was a good idea. Publishers

do seem to have.excellent access to schools,.and the notioh of our creating

a set of materials amd seeing it-published was very-appealing. This one

..broad criterion would have a:profound effect on our work, however. Now

our deliberations to generate'criteria were confined to envisioning only'

the .sort of educational activities which might be printed, fabricated, and
4*

markeed by a publisher; The economics Of publishing became a screen fdr

our future inventions, and itunderscoredfthe importance of streamlining

bOth the process and the products. ,

An energizing factor which seemed to impress me and other staff members

was that were were contractually responsible for effective design creativity

.rather than for running a curriculum prodUct mill. The contract.itself,

even with all of its cooly dispassionate language, seemed to heip set a.

format for rigor and creativity. The initial core staff had succesfully
.%

proposed to design and develop a curriculum program yet 'to be .specified,

. and that represented a prior.Commitment tO.criteria development.. I'sensed

a genuine acceptance of the problem situation, and to

a canonical firet step in'any design process. We
_

intentions and accepted the problem as.a challeng

Up our autonoqirto the problem and we'allowed. the

.,process a ekign process.

had

me thiS acceptance is

stated our initial

Collectively we gave

problem to become our
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The next set of deliberations for developing program criteria pertra;ined

.t.
to an analysis of the problem. We needed to get to know the ins and outs

of,the problem and discover what the world of the problem looked like. To

do this we used formal and informal means.

.We considered the pilot test data collected earlier during the first

stage of:OEP development. Through data analysisand interpretation, we

derivea a list of refinements needed ih the simulations as though the.pilot-
.,

terk Vaa'Our Only source of knowledge about what tb do., B t it waS easy to

eitrapolate from those findings what our ultimate criteria might be like..

We alSo conducted' a formal literature review as a way to analyie and

get to know the problem: We.read and deliberated about simulatioms and

'games_and.the differences between them. We considered literature on mental/

health%and the work ethic, and talked about hownecessary it is to avoid' /

,

glib asSumptions about how education, work, and the labor'market go together..

We established points-of-view Which moved us away from behavioral objectives

and helped us articulate a rational/for doing so, 'And we concluded from

any numbei of vantage points that we were tot going to develop a program

of materials whidh would account for all of the students' occuPational

exploration.

: It seems that as we looked at.the literature and talked about issue's,

I myself began to articulate a platformfOr occupational exploration. And

other members of the staff contributed planks,' as well. The platform took

shape as we analyted the probleM, especially as we donsidered,all of the value

laden aspects of occupational exploration which had been/neglected before.- I
,

/.
felt that there was a great deal Of deference to my opinions and'to platform-

type atatements I, would make, but somehOw that seemed/acceutable to me and

to the others Casting my confusions about Manipulation vs..control ftside,



, 4
spy I provided,conceptual leadership and directiOn which, I fear, sometimes

bordered on bravado. ,With my promptings and through our.deliberations, we

informally adopted platromplanks about nuch matters as the tentativeness of

adolescence. For example, we asserted-that adolescent behavior is natural

and good, and that OEPthould use it instead'of.trYing to get.rid of it. We

made statements about broadening'exploratory possibilitiet instead of narrowing
n

theM, ana whether students lihould engage in simulations,to see the' working

world as it is or as, it might b . And I talked a. great deal about what

might occur in classrooms through OEP, and I explained my bias toward

attaching a legitimacy. to Students' metaphoric and.intuitive abilikies as

well as their rational end linear capabilities.

The 'next deliberative step we took was to conduct a market review. We

needed to find Out whb would want OEP and under whatbircumstances. At that

point we had many bits of oriteria information in.our hopper -- informatiOn

. about Prbtotype_simulations,.literature reviews, and lots of oUr own ideals

and interpretations. The market review put us in the position of having to

take a tentative staRd on the basis of our amorphous pile of criteria and

the emergingplatfOrm for OEP' We organized and cOnducted a conference

which included the OEP staff, the sponsor, as well as teacher's, principalS,

.guidance counselors, . and publishers. Franky, while we did derive some

new information, the market review and conference seemed to *corroborate

and focus the data we already had. To conduct theoonference, we had to

sort what we knew and what we needed to.know, and we also had to portray

the clearest picture of our intentions as we understood them.

A .final-deliberative.phase involved goinf to the wall. The staff

covered an entire workrooni wall.with butcher paper and began cutting and-

posting and dotegorizing hundreds rif slips Of criteria,information. More

shifting and sifting was*followsd by sorting and reporting. Duplication



were cast out, and soon common' perspectives could be merged, and the volume

of individual information pieces was reduced. Then, when the wall had

served tts purpose, the newly ordered and classified'criteria in raw fol'm

. were tediously 'transcribed into booklet form and color Coded so we would
.

always be ableto retrace the AoUrces for any criterion. The °last honing

of the criteria took place, and a brief descripivion (IX the nrogmm was written

to introduce the outline of criteria tor program and product development which

had fina/y been. generateg.

We tended to treat the criteria we stated as though they were promines

we would.keep, and so we were cautious nbt to promise more than we would be

0

able to deliver. A$ a safegUard, qualities of the program which wereo.vital

to Us, but not.safely promised as criteria were dealt with inthe narrative
9

,program description. The. final criteria were grouped: (a) Characteristics

of Program Activities, (b) Characteristics of Occupational Information,

(c) Characteristics of Instruct

'Program Marketability.

al Materials, and (d) Characteristics of

IV. THE PROGRAM CRITERIA

Characteristics of Program Activities

.1. Activities willi.nclude a balance among solo, small group; and
large group exploritions. They will include occupatiOnaltimUi%-=
tionS, learning,games, and Other techniques.which encourage active.
,exploration. . -

,

2. The simulations will constitute:major exploratory activities. 7:..ch

simulation shoUld require frOm 7 to 15.class sessions-(or instruc-
tional hOurS). involving fram7 to 12 StudentS'.

3i Other exploratory activities in additiAp to the simulation .should
"afford the flexibility-to involve other students for 15 class
sessions (instructional hours) or more.

Activities will be included that allow, students to make work:rclated
judgmefits and decisions.

1 1
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5. Activities will be inclUded that allow students to practice explora-
tion skills.

6. The program mill be varied Jn its appeal in order to encourage
, self-initiated explorations.

7. The program mill be manageable by students to enable them to cne
in self-affirming ectivities.

8. Where'Ver possible the program shoUld allow students.to use personal
knowledge and skill to effect exploratory outcomes.

9. The program activities will take into account: .

a. how the students' emerging valueswill influen& their
ability to make choices in the world of work.

. the importance of students' discoveryof personal needs
and the recognition.of waye-in which these needs can be
satisfied in theworld of'wdrk

c.. the need for students to exercise volition in developing
their skills and Capabilities.

CharacteriStica of Occupational Infdrmatien

1. Information about:occupations and occupational work factors wifl.be
included that is immediately useful to the student to help him or
her engage in the exploratory activities.

2. While all occupations and occupational work Pactors will thet be repre-
sehted, the.program will contain'a renresentative range of occupa-

tional wOrk_factors, including:
I.

a. Work responsibilities: those personal, interpersondl,

.

ethical, legal, contractUal and functional behaviors and
t. tasks whidh accouni for relative success or failure in
occgpational endeavors.

44:

4

b. Work relationships: those interconnected dealings Of
people who are reciprocally interested in various outcomes
of.occupational endeavora.

.. Work processes: 'those actions, operatiods, or me hods
performed individually or in:groups which yield p àrticu1a r

results in occupational endeavors..

d. Work enidronments: those phySièal, gee-grapnic,-social and
psyCholOgical factors that sUrround.and impiage unon an
occupational endeavor,and influence the individual or the -

group involved in that endeavor.,



,res ts,events, products and issues which-result frpm the
the personal and.social effects,,consequnces,e.

complex of work responsibilities,-relationships; proceses,
and environments of occutationalendeavors.

-5. The program will representoccupations and workers without nnf.f.ir bias

or aistoraon. .
.

.

!-;
.

. ,
.

4. ' The program will treat occupational ctaracteristics in light of the
changing-nature of personal, economic, and societal characteristics.
.

.

.,-,

5. ..
Occupational Characteristics will be iepresented by information that:.

:-. .
.

.
.

.
, .

a. reflects =htemporary condftions_and
. b. is accurate.at an.appropriate l'eliel\of detail,

, . c. may be',simplified so thatlhe information will.be appropriate
and useful in theongoing.exploratory'process.

d'- ... encourages' students,to look forward to Imrticipationia the
Mainstream of economic life. ?

.

.

.

,.

The prqgram will help students identify the value of individual occupd-.
tional'endeavors rather,e0phasize'the,-comparative status AsOciated'
with occupations.

-Characteristics of Instructional Materials

1. The instructiOnal materials will be :usable with' facilities and audio-

7 visual equIpment generally available to middle schools and junior
high sChools.

. .

2. The packaging of programmaterials will facilitatethe5r.distrIbn-
tion; retrieval, maintenance, and storage in conventional classroom:.:.'

The program materials will be designed with full consideration of

their attractiveness and appeal for both Students.and teachers.

Characteristics of Proram Marketability

1. The.program Will be designed for use bystudents who
e

a. are approximexly 12 to.14 years of'age.

:ere at-the'seventh or.eighth grade level or equivalent,
but not necessarily precluding students at the sixth or

, 'ninth grade level or equivalent.

have the ability to engage in some independent wrork.
. _

d. have .the abilIty to participate iffectively in small grouP

actiVities.

13
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2. The program will be.cost compeetive with other multi-media instruc7

tional prograMs being marketed.

3. The program design and materials will facilitate diversified

schools through:
,

use by

a. making the program compOnents useful whetherall of the

program or selected parts are purchased.

b. allowing'for teacher andtor student selection, paci '

hnd grouping of componentsfor classroom use.

a. 'allowing for administrative flexibility in implementing

the program, Including:.

IV

1. staffing variations
2. scheduling adjustments
3. access of facilities
4. provision of equipment
5. application in various subject areas

d. Program activities generalTy will.afford flexible use in

_svarious SUbject areas, and will%heln teachers enhance the',.

relevance of 'subject'matter to the student's exberiences.

V. SUMMARY AND OONCLUSION

The development Of program and'product criteria for The Occupational

Exploration Pro'gram was an-in:dispensable sequence of projeat activities whicht

enabled US P\clarify purpose" and-find reasonable direction for 'out work. .

It was-a way.for us to discover the ins, and outs of the curriculum problem

at hand, and .to disCover what the world o the problem looked like. As-

we-defined the limits of the problem, we were freed from much.uncertainty

_and\aMbiguity. particular, criteria development helped us envision the

educatiOnal settihg for Which the contracted deliverables wereintended.

.The process forced us tO,the useful Ttask of envisioning -what desirable

experiencIS we wanted to.stimulate for teachers _and students in classrooms..

The criteria development also helped us.approach the problem- as an
0

ensemble interested collectively in the crafts of. curriculum:development_

Developers who', in an-earliet stage of the Project, had very 116ited

o
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.responsibilities and tasks to perform sOon'hecame more integrally involved

as we sought criteria. The character of staff interaction also seemed t-o

change, and all of the varied expertise attained a status of legitimate
0-

importance. Wheras trained graphic designers formerly had been considered

mere technical illustrators, they became tonceptualizers during the criteria

development phase. Their stance changed as they saw they could apply their

trained expertise to this design problem.

The sense Of proprietorship the staff had regarding the problem and

the, related need for criteria made'my work aa project director different,

and perhaps more effective. Just. as I provided leadership in interpreting
,.

the emerging criteria and platform planka, I was also-able to work with'

developers later as we began to work On atyle, texture, and technique In .

the actual materials. my. early work-with developers to model our first.

prodUcts may not have worked so'well without the criteria development phase_

behind us. I believe that the criteria gave.usigreat latitude for creativity

, and invention, not only'for the.initial core staff whO generated them, Ina

also for the new staff Aembers.who.arrived later.

And criteria-develOigMent phase helped estab1i6h a working

monitoring system in Which developers.were'able to Critique-and refine

.;

their colleague'ts work.'. With the,"review syitem in effect and the criteria

in hand developêrs were continUally.able to, deal with new ways to realize

the criteria and to enlarge their underatanding Of what.Occupational exploration

for. adolescent6,can mean,
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